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FARM LAWS, THEIR CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY, AND HOPE 
In the event of further judicial intervention, there are grounds and an opportunity  

for the government to revisit the laws 

 

 With the Supreme Court of India staying the operation of the farm laws and setting up a committee of 

experts to negotiate with the government and the farmers, the agitation being carried on by the farmers is 

entering a new phase. The farmers’ unions have not reacted favourably to the formation of the experts’ 

committee. As it happens, the committee does not comprise entirely impartial experts. Most of them are well 

known and strong defenders of the farm laws, and are critical of the agitation. 

 

The situation now 

 For conducting negotiations with both the government and the farmers, the members of the 

committee ought to and should be known to have an open mind on the core issues, which alone will create a 

necessary confidence in the parties concerned. The farmers have, however, made it clear that they will not 

agree to anything less than the repeal of these laws. This would mean that the present agitation is likely to 

continue indefinitely. It is not yet clear what impact the report of this committee will have on the final decision 

of the Supreme Court on the question of the constitutional validity of the farm laws. That is the real issue 

before the Supreme Court. So whatever the experts’ committee recommends, the question of the 

constitutional validity of the farm laws can be decided only after a proper hearing of the matter before the 

Court. The most curious thing about a decision on this issue by the Supreme Court is that if the Court upholds 

the validity of the laws, the agitation will not stop because the farmers’ demand is for the repeal of the laws. 

But the government of India seems to have taken a maximalist approach, particularly on the question of a 

repeal of the farm laws. While the repeal of a law is a simple legislative act, having to repeal a law in which the 

government has invested a lot of its prestige is not so easy especially for a government which is extremely 

proud of its numerical majority in the Lok Sabha, which has generated a great deal of hubris. On the other 

hand, the farmers are unyielding on the demand for a repeal. 

 

Not in accordance with rules 

 The constitutional validity of the farm laws has been challenged in the Supreme Court mainly on the 

ground that Parliament has no legislative competence to enact these laws, the subject matter of which is 

essentially in the State list. But there is a more fundamental reason to challenge these enactments which will 

be examined now. 

 It is a universally acknowledged fact that the voting on the Farm Bills in the Rajya Sabha was not done 

in accordance with the rules of the House. These rules require the Chair to order the recording of votes 

(division) by members even when one member demands it. The Deputy Chairman of the House, who was 

conducting the proceedings at that time, did not order division although a few members openly and loudly 

demanded it. It is true that there was disorder in the House but it could have been controlled and a proper 

voting could have been conducted. Disorder was not taking place for the first time in the House. Thus, there 

was a violation of the rules of the House in passing the Bills by voice vote when there was a demand for 

division. 
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Voice vote is unrecognised 

 But the matter goes beyond the violation of the House rules. It involves the violation of the 

Constitution itself. Article 100 says that all questions at any sitting of either House shall be determined by a 

majority of votes of the members present and voting. Majority can be determined only in terms of number, 

and therefore what this Article requires is that all questions in the House should be determined by recording 

the votes of the members present and voting. Majority cannot be determined through voice vote. In fact the 

Constitution does not recognise voice vote to determine majority in a legislature. However, deciding a 

question by voice vote is a practice prevailing in all legislatures. This was devised for the sake of convenience 

and there is always an assumption that since the government of the day has a majority, any proposal before 

the House has the support of the majority. But that assumption goes when a member demands voting in the 

House and the Chair has, then, no option but to order the actual voting. Since this was not done and the Bills 

were all passed by voice vote, there is a violation of the rules as well as the Constitution. 

 

Options before the judiciary 

 It is true that Article 122 of the Constitution protects the proceedings of the House from judicial 

review. But this protection is available only when the proceedings are challenged on irregularity of procedure. 

Violation of the Constitution is not a mere irregularity of procedure. The Supreme Court in Raja Ram Pal’s case 

had clarified that the proceedings can be challenged on substantive grounds like violation of the Constitutional 

provisions. Therefore, the Farm Bills were passed in the Rajya Sabha in violation of Article 100 of the 

Constitution and can be challenged in the Supreme Court on that ground. 

 Now what are the options before the Supreme Court if and when such a challenge is made? The Court 

can strike down the whole laws as the requirement of Article 107 has not been fulfilled. This Article says that a 

Bill shall not be deemed to have been passed unless it has been agreed to by both Houses. As has been 

explained above, the Bills have not in fact been passed by the Rajya Sabha because the majority had not been 

determined in accordance with Article 100. It would mean that the three Bills did not become laws. 

 The Court may also invalidate the proceedings of the Rajya Sabha and send the three ‘Acts’ back to 

that House for further proceedings in accordance with the constitutional provisions. If this happens, it may 

provide a good opportunity to the government to revisit these laws. These can then be referred to a Select 

Committee of the Rajya Sabha which can invite the farmers and all other stakeholders and finally produce 

better Bills. Such an opportunity is invaluable in the present circumstances when the government is facing 

virtually a no-win situation. If, on the other hand, the government decides to withdraw the Bills after these are 

sent back to the Rajya Sabha on the ground that it wants to bring fresh Bills with altered proposals, it will have 

that option too under the rules of the House. The possibility of these options can be creatively considered for 

finding a solution to this problem. 

 

Centrality of Parliament 

 We may not forget that the issue that needs to be settled by the top court is only the constitutional 

validity of the laws. In resolving a problem like the agitation by farmers against the laws, the centrality of 

Parliament in the legislative process in all its dimensions should not be lost sight of. Once the Court decides the 

legality or constitutionality of a law, the political and legislative aspects of the issue will have to be dealt with 

only by Parliament. Parliament and its systems alone can produce a satisfactory solution. The only condition is 

that the government which is accountable to Parliament should genuinely demonstrate its faith in those 

systems. 
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Meanings of Difficult Words: 
 

 Farm Acts, 2000 (noun) – Farm Acts, 2000 refer 

to three agricultural bills passed by Indian 

Parliament in September 2020. The three acts 

are “The Farmers’ Produce Trade and 

Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Act, 

2020 (FPTC Act) allows farmers to sell their 

harvest outside the notified Agricultural 

Produce Market Committee (APMC) mandis 

without paying any State taxes or fees”, “the 

Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) 

Agreement on Price Assurance and Farm 

Services Act, 2020 facilitates contract farming 

and direct marketing”, and “the Essential 

Commodities (Amendment) Act, 2020 

deregulates the production, storage, movement 

and sale of several major foodstuffs, including 

cereals, pulses, edible oils and onion, except in 

the case of extraordinary circumstances”. 

 constitutional (adjective) – legal, lawful, 

legitimate. 

 in the event of something (phrase) – if 

something happens. 

 intervention (noun) – the process of intervening 

in something; involvement, interference. 

 ground (noun) – reason, factor, basis, rationale, 

premise. 

 stay (verb) – stop, delay, or prevent something 

temporarily (a judicial proceeding/trial through 

the order of a court). (The stay on their 

implementation means the Centre cannot, for 

the time being, proceed with any executive 

actions to enforce the laws). 

 set up (phrasal verb) – establish, start/begin, 

inaugurate, create. 

 agitation (noun) – (public) protest. 

 carry on (phrasal verb) – continue, proceed, 

progress, keep going, get going. 

 as it happens (phrase) – actually, really, 

certainly, as expected. 

 impartial (adjective) – unbiased, unprejudiced, 

neutral, fair. 

 ought to (modal verb) – must, should. 

 open mind (noun) – fair & honest mind. 

 make clear (phrase) – explain, clarify, elucidate. 

 repeal (noun) – cancellation, invalidation, 

reversal, annulment, nullification. 

 likely (adverb) – probably, in all probability, 

presumably. 

 curious (adjective) – strange/unusual, 

unconventional, surprising. 

 uphold (verb) – confirm, endorse/approve, 

vindicate/validate. 

 maximalist (adjective) – relating to an approach 

of a person/organisation (particularly in politics) 

with extreme thoughts and not ready to 

compromise. 

 legislative (adjective) – governmental, 

parliamentary, law-making, policy-making. 

 prestige (adjective) – status, reputation, image. 

 hubris (noun) – excessive pride, vanity, self-

importance, feeling of superiority/arrogance, 

self-confidence. 

 unyielding (adjective) – firm/resolute, inflexible, 

uncompromising. 

 in accordance with (phrase) –in agreement 

with, in conformity with, in line with, in 

compliance with. 

 competence (noun) – capability, ability, skill; 

authority, power, control. 

 state subject (noun) – a part of the state list of 

the Constitution of India, which essentially 

means that states are supposed to address all 

the issues related to it. 

 enactment (noun) – passing, making law, 

ratification. 

 acknowledge (verb) – admit, accept, realize. 

 chair (noun) – chairperson; speaker. 

 proceedings (noun) – actions/activities. 

 disorder (noun) – unrest, disturbance, turmoil, 

chaos, mayhem. 
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 voice vote (noun) – a voice vote involves the 

speaker putting a question to the house and 

then asking the house to put forward its opinion 

in the forms of ayes (yes) or noes. Based on a 

rough measure of which side was louder, the 

speaker decides if the motion was passed or fell 

through. 

 go beyond (phrasal verb) – to go past 

something, exceed, surpass. 

 in terms of (phrase) – with regard to, 

regarding/concerning, in connection with. 

 the legislature (noun) – a deliberative body of 

persons, usually elective, who are empowered 

to make, change, or repeal the laws of a country 

or state. 

 prevail (verb) – exist, be in existence, be 

present. 

 for the sake of (phrase) – for the purpose of, in 

order to improve/achieve; in the interest of. 

 assumption (noun) – supposition, expectation, 

reckoning, impression, speculation. 

 judiciary (noun) – judges.  

 the judiciary (noun) – a branch of government 

in which judicial power is vested. 

 Article 122 of the Constitution of India (noun) – 

Courts not to inquire into proceedings of 

Parliament; This Article protects the 

proceedings of the House from judicial review. 

 substantive (adjective) – important, significant, 

considerable. 

 provision (noun) – term, requirement, 

condition. 

 strike down (phrasal verb) – abolish, annul, 

nullify (a law or regulation). 

 Article 107 of the Constitution of India (noun) – 

This Article says that a Bill shall not be deemed 

to have been passed unless it has been agreed 

to by both Houses. 

 deem (verb) – regard as, consider; view as. 

 Article 100 of the Constitution of India (noun) – 

It regulated the business of the Parliament 

concerning voting, quorum and vacancies. 

 (Parliamentary) select committee (noun) – 

‘parliamentary select committee’ can be formed 

for a specific purpose, for instance, to 

deliberate on a particular bill. Once the Bill is 

disposed of, that select committee ceases to 

exist. 

 stakeholder (noun) – a person with an interest 

in something. 

 invaluable (adjective) – indispensable, 

extremely helpful/useful, vitally important. 

 circumstances (noun) – situation, background, 

conditions, state of affairs. 

 virtually (adverb) – practically, nearly, almost. 

 no-win situation (adjective) – a situation in 

which each party will gain nothing. 

 possibility (noun) – chance, probability. 

 centrality (noun) – the quality of being in the 

middle of something. 

 dimension (noun) – aspect, feature, side, 

element. 

 lose sight of (phrase) – pay no attention to, fail 

to consider, be lax about. 

 legality (noun) – lawfulness, legitimacy, validity, 

rightness. 

 aspect (noun) – factor, particular, detail. 

 accountable (adjective) – responsible, liable, 

answerable. 

 demonstrate (verb) – show, prove, establish, 

indicate. 


